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The Run 

On a beautiful balmy Christmas night sixty five Posh and a scattering of 

Harriettes led by KULTURE (as in yoghurt) - are  they actually coming or 

not, and yes we were are all very glad they did attend - enjoyed the lush 

pastures and fire trails of Gordon.  The pack, with CAPTAIN KNOCKERS, a 
new gym junky, up front, took off along the north shore streets.  Not long 

after PLUNGER, KITTY LITTER and WITCH’S TIT found the fire trail 

entrance.  FARMER JONES, WANKER and COPRA solved the world 

financial crisis as they took off on the walkers trail led by FRENCHIE, while 

PAY-LING compared the steep runners ascent to the Kakoda Trail without 

the backpacks and creeks.  Drought and Khyber contemplated the climb 
and took on the challenge, not whimps those two. 

Finding the path through the ovals was a challenge, but not for local identity 

CINDERELLA and LAST CARD who debated whether to stop for a swim in 

the poolor follow the female talent to the five star Goanna Resort.  The 

meandering track along the creek was quite spectacular but the rugged trail 

didn't stop MAXIMUS MINIMUS and YAKKITY setting a blinding pace. 
Passing under the bridge we followed the pipeline until we reached Lady 

Game Drive and here certain hashmen (whose names can't be repeated but 

did resemble PEE DUB and KHYBER) climbed over the road as the tunnel 

was just too difficult for these experienced adventurers.  On home through 

the golf course we passed the first and second holes, (floppy from Oxfrd 

saying he had played both) something Tiger would not have done and then 
on to the GOANNA resort. 

Here the festivities began, a lavish Christmas dinner of superb ham and 

turkey, served up by WHITE SHIT and the caring professional committee 

supervised by Bunny who just happened to be first in the queue to give his 

money to WAYNE SUPERGLUE SWAN.  FUSSY NOT DESPERATE was a 

great help in clearing up and has been offered this weekly position.  GOD 
KNOWS ,PHEASANT PLUCKER ,GEO and the SCUDS all sat in the the 

Dress Circle table to witness the exotic entertainment.  MOISHE guided by 

our brightly dressed President CALICI gave us a lesson on how to ride a bike 

successfully and FLYING SCOTSMAN just found the evening too hot and 

decided to take a swim. 

PAUL SIMON TOC and MUSIC GARFUNKLE having fixed the microphone 
volume, played a new unfinished song, helped by the ecstatic audience 

response and SIMMO was heard to say he had never had a better meal or 

night anywhere near the water.  While GRAPE and LAST CARD discussed 

new wine menus PILKO and CHANGI were planning their next mountain run 

assault.  So a great Christmas evening by the committee and thank you to 
Gaye and GOANNA and we hope Santa fulfils all your wishes or at least 

some of them HAPPY CHRISTMAS. 
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Santa Claus was going to town… 

 

Upcumming Runs 

 

Run 2218 – 28/12/09  

Committee Run – Koola Park, Killara 

Fantastic Summer picnic style run, bring your chair 

 

Followed by  

2219 – 04/01/2010 Kitty Litter Lane Cove 

2220 – 11/01/2010 Khyber and Menstrual 

2221 – 18/01/2010 Farmer Jones 

2222 Check out this special event!! 

 


